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Music Encoding Initiative: Notational Features Description v. 0.4
Overview
1. StavesStaves
2. Clefs2. Clefs 
3. Notes
4. Key signaturesKey signatures
5. PitchPitch content of notes 
6. TranspositionTransposition issues
7. MeterMeter 
8. Durational content of notesDuration 
9. Note-group level features; note interdependenciesnoteinterdependencies
10. Issues involving more than one of the above
TranspositionTransposition
CueCue notes and parts
Nested Alterations of clefclefsoriginal and transpositions
11. Unwritten rhythmic featuresrhythmic featuresunwritten 
12. LyricsLyrics
13. Systems
14. Practicalities of notated music
General introduction
MEI seeks to array the properties of musical features in three levels, Level 1 being intended for very simple musical examples, Level 2 for scores (and their associated parts) in Common Western NotationCommon Western Notation, and Level 3 for an open-ended set of modules to accommodate music from outside the norms of CMN. 
In this document Levels 1 and 2 are sometimes distinguished and sometimes combined, though always labeled. This variability reflects the differing levels of detail required to serve full scores.
Two general needs that are references in several places are (1) the need to turn off any features that can be turned on and (2) the need to nest certain kinds of items within one another. 
There has always been a trade-off between whether certain elements of musical notation should be encoded or generated by software. Although some needs discussed here are commonly implemented in software today, those designing a system of encoding must understand that there is no guarantee that future implementations will resemble current ones. Explicit detail is preferred wherever possible. 
1. StavesStaves 
Levels 1 and 2
MEI assumes the use of five-line stavesstaves through Level 2. These are discussed under 2.ClefsClefs, as is the Grand StaffGrand Staff. 

StavesStaves of more than five lines typically provide a tablature, which is discussed under 2c.Unconventional score setups. 
Level 3: Advanced CMN Module
StavesStaves discontinued in the middle of a system (Level 3), as in this example from Mozart’s Don Giovanni:
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Example 1. Mozart, Don Giovanni: discontinuous staff
Level 3: Chant Module
The need for stavesstaves of fewer than five lines occurs mainly in medieval church music. 
Support for a four-line staff would enable MEI to be used in modern replicas of liturgical chant. (This would require the ability to avoid the use of barlinesbarlines and the availability of appropriate fonts.) 
Level 3: Early Keyboard Music Module
Varying numbers of staff lines are encountered in some early keyboard music (see below). 
2. Clefs2. Clefs
2a. ClefsClefs and stavesstaves
The separation of the clefclefsoriginal sign from its position on the staff (as in MuseData) accommodates a wide range of situations. The range of combinations required will depend on whether one is encoding sources (many) or making editions (few).  
Level 1: Common ClefsClefscommon
Assuming a five-line staff:
	F clefclefsoriginal (position: second line from bottom of staff)

G clefclefsoriginal (position: fourth line from bottom)
No clefclefsoriginal sign
Level 1: Moveable clefsclefsmoveable
Assuming a five-line staff and the Level-1 provisions:
 F clefclefsoriginal (position: second line from bottom)	bass clefclefsoriginal
	F clefclefsoriginal (position: bottom line)			sub-bass clefclefsoriginal
	C clefclefsoriginal (position: top line) 			baritone clefclefsoriginal

C clefclefsoriginal (position: fourth line from bottom)	tenor clefclefsoriginal
	C clefclefsoriginal (position: middle line)			alto clefclefsoriginal
	C clefclefsoriginal (position: second line from bottom)	mezzo-soprano clefclefsoriginal
C clefclefsoriginal (position: bottom line)			soprano clefclefsoriginal
	G clefclefsoriginal (position: second line from bottom)	treble clefclefsoriginal
	G clefclefsoriginal (position: bottom line)			French-violin clefclefsoriginal
	G clefclefsoriginal (treble, with 8 under clefclefsoriginal sign)		modern tenor clefclefsoriginal
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Example 2. Common clef signs
Clef changes within parts are discussed in 2b. 
Level 2: The Grand StaffGrand Staff
Grand StaffGrand Staff: braced pair of stavesstaves for a single instrument:
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Example 3. Grand staff (piano)
Organ grand staff: braced trio of stavesstaves (conventional grand staff with additional staff [usually bass] for pedal) 
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Example 4. Organ grand staff
		N.B. Organ musicOrgan music is normally laid out in landscape (rather than portrait) mode. 
Level 2: Refinements
Ability to indicate incipits with original clefclefsoriginalclefsoriginal, meter, keykey signaturekey signature, instrument name in encoded editions.
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Example 5. Modern edition (Gombert) with part incipits.
StavesStaves of arbitrary numbers of lines. (Recommend facsimile instead of encoding.)
	  Fewer than five lines: chant repertories; four-line stavesstaves of modern chant books. 
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Example 6. Agnus Dei on four-line staff.
  Percussion stavesstavespercussionstaves (on this, cf. TablatureTablature/Guitar; Level 3), but the basic need begins to appear in the eighteenth century.
	  More than five lines: For the century 1530-1630, stavesstaves of more than five lines were common in keyboard music. To create replicas of such source notation, it is essential that clefclefsoriginal signs be uncoupled from staff position. 
	Period symbol sets: facsimiles of clefclefsoriginal signs used in early printed music (finite number; manuscript signs infinite). Some examples appear below. Row 1: 1 and 2=percussion, 3=guitarguitar tablature, 4=mouth harmonica, 5 and 6=evolutionary stages of the G and F clefs; 
	Row 2: 1 and 2=quidicesima (double octave) and ottava (octave) G clefs; 3 and 4=C- and F-clefs in Gregorian chantGregorian chant; 5=evolutionary stages of the C clefclefsoriginal. 
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Example 7. Clef signs of diverse eras.
Staff overlay and underlay
Underlay generally includes lyrics, but in condensed scores lyrics may be above or below the appropriate stave and non-synchronous in layout.
Overlay can include labels of many kinds
	Bar numbersBar numbers
Rehearsal lettersRehearsal letters
Guitar chord labelsGuitarchord labels
Tempo indicationsTempo indications
Movement namesMovement names
	Analytical markupAnalytical markup
Pedagogical markupPedagogical markup
Level 3: Special cases
Stage directionsStage directions (mainly opera)
Basso continuoBasso continuofigures figures (horizontal placement must be independent of “associated” note). The example below comes from a short score of the sinfonia of Ha(ä)ndel’s Messiah (CCARH edition).
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Example 8. Basso continuo figuration.
Continuo script often requires extenders to indicate sustained members of changing chords, as here (same movement), where nearby lyrics also require extenders:
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Example 9. Use of continuation lines in basso continuo figuration.
	Alignment of figuresAlignmentof figures in basso continuo within continuo figuration can also be problematical. Here the excerpt is from the Kyrie of Bach’s B-Minor Mass (CCARH edition):
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Example 10. Basso continuo figure alignment issues.
2b. Clef setup and clefclefsoriginal-change issues
Clef setup normally requires not only a clefclefsoriginal sign but also a keykey signaturekey signature (and a meter signature, treated elsewhere). The key setup has its own variables:
Level 2: Refinements
Cancellation of previous keykey signaturekey signaturecancellation of (usually to reset the key).
Accommodation of keykey signaturekey signature to all C clefs and to unusual F and G clefs.
	Cautionary clefclefsoriginal changes 
2c. Unconventional score setups
TablatureTablature Modules (Level 3)
Tablatures, which in very common use in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, have origins in ancient Babylonia. They are still in use in the repertories of fretted instruments such as the guitarguitar. Only the most common kinds of mentioned here.
	Guitar tablature Module (Level 3). 

Modern guitarguitar tablaturetablatureguitar, a standard element of many music-notation packages, is as a music-representation scheme under-specified. Practice varies from one instance to another. Some representative examples follow.
	Lead sheetsLead sheets convey chordal information (by depicting finger positions on a grid of strings and frets) synchronized with a vocal line. 
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Example 11. Guitar lead sheet.
TAB notation (showing the six strings in tablature) is suited to flowing motion and may be synchronized with music for other instruments. 
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Example 12. Guitar TAB notation.
Strumming patterns may be indicated by rhythmic notation but a wide array of miscellaneous signs can also be present. 
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Example 13. Guitar strumming markup.
Parts for guitarguitar in concertos and solo pieces for classical guitar tend to rely on conventional notation, in some cases with added fingering (using the initials for the Italian names of the fingers (i, p, m, a, m = thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers), and in others (as in the example below) by fingering number.
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Example 14. Classical guitar notation.
Those wishing to consider Level 3 options for classical guitarguitar should be aware of the existence of many graphical dialects and house styles. An instructive website is http://www.cgsmusic.net/Lessons/Standard%20Notation%20versus%20Tablature.htm" http://www.cgsmusic.net/Lessons/Standard%20Notation%20versus%20Tablature.htm.
	Organ/Harpsichord TablatureTablature Modules (Level 3)
Keyboard tablaturetablaturekeyboards vary from one to the next and even, in their “staff” requirements, from bar to bar. They are instructive in showing how today’s Grand StaffGrand Staff originated. In the treatment of historical sources, it seems far better to cross-link documentation to a facsimile than to make provision for encoding. In the examples from Marco CavazzoniCavazzoni’s Recercari, motetti, canzoni (1523) below, the stavesstaves are moving against the clefclefsoriginal signs, instead of vice-versa. Note also the custoscustos at the end of each line (for each voice).
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Example 15. Cavazzoni: keyboard tablature with  variable "staff" lines.
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Example 16. Cavazzoni: keyboard tablature with multiple voices.
German organ tablature is significantly different and diversity occurs from instance to instance. This serves to suggest the practicality of leaving tablature issues for special applications within MEI Level 3. See the organ tablature for Hans Newsidler’s Judentanz (1544) below. 
	Lute TablatureTablature Modules (Level 3)
Although lute tablaturetablaturelute is on the whole simpler than keyboard tablature, it too comes in recognized dialects. Among them, French, German and Italian are the most common. A significant among of thought has been devoted to the encoding of lute tablature, particularly by Tim CrawfordCrawford, Tim and Frans WieringWiering, Frans. The computer-produced lute tablature shown below is not representative of the range of graphical varieties. Note that pitch is expressed as it is in guitarguitar tablature, while duration is indicated by the rhythmic overlay. 
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Example 17. Lute tablature produced by software.
Instruments from many parts of the world use tablature. In modern orchestras, harp notation contains some elements of tablature. 
Braille Music Notation Module (Level 3)
Braille music notationBraille music notation, like Braille text, consists of six-dot cells, though which octave, pitch, duration, and other features are notated. Although many national dialects and separate layout modes exist, a core set of features and layout orientations have stood the test of time. MEI’s interests would be best served by finding prospective collaborators within national associations for the blind. (See Beyond MIDI, Chapters 17 and 18.) 
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Example 18. Sample of Braille music notation interleaved with ordinary notation.
3. Notes and NoteheadsNoteheads 
The graphical note is a complicated object containing information about both pitch and duration. Pitch is usually conveyed by two parameters—graphical placement and governing keykey signaturekey signature. Duration is expressed by notehead color as well as stem, flag and/or beam, depending on its value. In sound, duration may be modified by various methods of articulation (staccato, legato, detached legato, etc.). Thus many elements of this description bear in some way on the interpretation of the note. 
As a graphical object, the typical notehead of CMN consists of a tilted ellipse, which may be filled or unfilled. Although 
Level 1: Basics
conventional modern noteheads with appropriate stem and flag indications as as rests for values through 128th notes 
conventional signs for accidentals through double sharps and double flats
Level 2: Refinements
Pedagogical signs for note-specific bow direction, fingering, pedaling, and so forth can be considered within the needs of instrument-specific requirements. An inventory is posted at xx. 
	Note-articulation signs (staccato, marcato, fermata)
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Example 19. Staccato, marcato, legato, detached legato, and tremolandi markup in a Vivaldi concerto.
[N.B. The tremolanditremolandi and slursslurs are note-group specific. See separate discussion under 6. Note-group Level Features.] 
	Editorial revision mechanism for articulation marks is highly desirable (Level 2).

Level 3: Alternative Notehead Modules 
square noteheads (for modern printings of chant) 
Renaissance noteheads/values (breves, ligatures, reverse-color notation; multi-bar rests)
Shape-notes
Although the need for alternative notehead types occur prolifically for early and recent music and also for pedagogical use (which require the context a full-scale capability for specific non-CMN repertories), they can occur in orchestral and chamber music of the expanding list of instruments used in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The main accommodation may be in the implementation software, but adequate cues can facilitate implementation.
4. Key signaturesKey signatures
Key and meter signatures are generally created in tandem with clefclefsoriginal signs and staff setup. Key signaturesKey signatures are necessary for the graphical production of music but are unreliable as a sole source of information about tonality or the use of accidentals.
Level 1: Basics
conventional major and minor keykey signatures for fixed 
appropriate positioning information (or a lexicon) for moveable-clefclefsoriginal keykey signatures. 
Level 1: Basics
Conventional arrangement of tonal keykey signatures for F and G clefclefsoriginal.
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Example 20a-d. Key signature configurations (sharps) in Treble, Alto, Tenor, and Bass clefs.
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Example 21. Key signatures (flats) in Treble and Bass clefs.
Level 2: Refinements	
the ability to change/cancel keykey signatures within a part or movement
the ability to use arbitrary collections of sharps and flats in a keykey signaturekey signature
the ability to use modal keykey signatureskey signaturesmodal. 
	the ability to give no keykey signaturekey signature 
Level 3: Special cases
Accommodation for stavesstaves with arbitrary numbers of lines (if implemented). See Cavazzoni examples. 
Use of arbitrary combinations of sharps and/or flats (music of the past century), e.g.
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Example 22. Arbitrary key signature.
the ability to assign all inflections locally (note by note). Here the need arises from idiosyncratic pieces, such as Benedetto Marcello’s cantata “La Stravaganza,” quoted below. 
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Example 23. Idiosyncratic treatment of individual notes in Marcello's "La Stravaganza."
5. PitchPitch content of Notes and Rests (Level 1)
Parameters pertaining to one note. Explicit pitch labeling of every note is highly recommended. Assuming description of pitch to be independent of a keykey signaturekey signature, notated pitches require three parameters—note name, octave (independent of clefclefsoriginal), and inflection (sharp, flat, natural, etc.). 
	Support for eight octaves with extensibility. Although labels vary from system to system, octave description is uncomplicated. The most common system considers Middle C to be C4, with the “5” octave beginning on the C above it, the “3” octave from the C below it.  

	Written pitch as represented by a letter name.
	English-language path: 
	Letter names (English): C, D, E, F, G, A, B

Inflections: sharp, flat, natural, unsigned
	German-language path:
	Letter-plus-inflection names (German) as in Es, B, H: 
	Please consider whether you want a path for the traditional German  nomenclature (partly subsuming inflection) and how combined pitch-inflection names [e.g. Es, B, H] will interface with software.  
	Full roster of accidentals through double sharps and double flats
	Full roster of editorially revised accidentals (differentiated by graphical presentation and by position)
	Provision for rests as a pitch placeholder (to coordinate with duration)
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Example 24. Menu of ordinary rests.
Note that conventions in use of rests are not always identical to that of notes, especially in matters of beaming, which vary between vocal and instrumental music. Cf. 12. Lyrics. 
	Percussion (i.e., cymbals, bells et al.) symbols. Percussion notation varies with musical period and context. The drum notation below will not normally occur in classical music scores, but they could appear in teaching material related to such scores. Apart from timpani parts, which have a few special needs but occur regularly in CMN, most percussion parts will probably require a special module.
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Example 25. Drum notation.
Timpani notation changed around the year 1800 from a system of transposing sets of instruments (C/G, Bb/F, D/A) to non-transposing instruments always notated in bass clef. Encoding methods may require differentiation according to purpose (facsimile or modern-edition.
	Repeat signs. When taken together with da capos and all the variations of da capo markings, repeat signs require considerable attention in encoding if the aim is to preserve all the information in sources. In modern editions they can be handled more simply. 
	Ottava et al indications. 
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Example 26. Ottava indicators, metronome marking, pedal and dynamics markings.
Single-note grace-notes in multiple styles (Mozart style, Chopin style); affects rhythmic encoding (see 9.DurationDuration). 
	Modern redistribution of rhythmic values for grace-notes: cf.9. DurationDuration.
Musica Ficta (Level 3)
The problems of musica ficta (suggested inflections of pitches in polyphonic repertories (especially in modern editions) into the middle of the seventeenth century are not difficult to implement in representation schemes. What is often difficult to resolve is which choice to make when performing. The solution implemented at cmme.org is first-rate, because the software supports the user’s choice, whatever that is. 
Below we show two examples, two from CMME and one from the online proceedings of a notation conference held in Denmark in 2008. note that in the CMME examples there are two classes of ficta: those outside parentheses and those inside. The problem of distinguishing between ficta shown in the source transcribed and those suggested by the modern editor is one that requires appropriate software support. 
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6. Note-Group Level Features; Note Interdependencies (Levels 2, 3)
Ability to insert and distinguish editorial notes (e.g., to realize missing material of colla parte regions of score)
	Note-group-specific articulation (simple slursslurs, trillstrills)
	Trills
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	Beam groupings (cf 9. DurationDuration); nested beamsbeamsnested
Beams constitute a subject of endless variety and complexity, complicated by small divergences in the house rules of individual publishers. Only a few of these complexities can be indicated here. In the first instance (below), the absence of stem lengths that connect simultaneous beams is a matter of house style (French/Swiss), compounded by the distribution of one voice on both staves of the Grand Staff. 
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A more regular example (Level 2) is offered by the following quotation from Chopin’s Fantaisie Impromptu, but notice the delicate alternation between bars consisting of eight notes grouped by threes and those with eighth notes beamed by sixes. This example argues for explicit encoding of beams (as opposed to reliance on automatic beaming, which then needs explicit overrides).
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	Nested tiesties. Nested ties are often associated with harp-like (arpeggiated) effects, such as the one below (from the first movement of Beethoven’s “Waldstein” sonata).
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	Nested slursslursnested. Similar graphical presentation to “nested ties” above.

	Half-inverted slursslurshalf-inverted (the famous examples are by Alkan and Ravel). From an encoding perspective they simply follow the voice-track.  A passage from Ravel’s Gaspard de la nuit is shown below.
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	Mechanism for editorial changes to slursslurseditorial changes to (and other articulation marks). Note the dotted slurs (as well as the grace notes and tremolandi) in the following quotation from Don Giovanni in the Neue Mozart Ausgabe. 
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	Signs for generative iteration of one or more written pitches (tremolanditremolandi signs and their implications). The problem, illustrated above, is that one note-object contains a full description of a series of notes. Here they are on one pitch, but tremolandi can also represent a series of oscillations between two (occasional more than two) notes. 
	Multi-note grace-notesgrace-notesmulti-note The Chopin example above gives a near approximation to Chopinesque grace-note groups, but in this instance the notes enjoy actual durational value. The quotation from Beethoven’s Third (“Eroica”) Symphony supplies a more usual case, in which actual time values must be inferred and/or interpreted anew with each performance.
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Multi-bar restsrestsmulti-bar (for parts)

	Multi-bar notesnotesmulti-bar (e.g. breves) for Renaissance notation (cf. 9.DurationDuration).
	Ossia readingsOssia readings and interpolations. We are inclined to think of alternative readings (ossias) as being presented on staves in cue-size notationcue-size notation, but practices are actually determined by needs. In the example from Mozart below, the rhythmic notation varies between the source and the edition but the note onsets (in real time) are the same.
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	ArpeggiationArpeggiation (via chords, via staggered-entry realization)
	Ability to unlink keykey signaturekey signature from individual notes (i.e., to force printing of arbitrary accidentals)
	String-specific articulation of passages
	Position of symbol related to non-adjacent note object (pertains to basso continuo figures and ornament signs not coincident with any note on graphically closest part 
	Basso continuoBasso continuo figures linked to a group of notes/events (i.e. activity in upper parts) 
	Multiple text syllables linked to one note (psalmody)
	OrnamentsOrnaments requiring multi-note definition (turns, mordents)
	Da capo, tempo, character markings referring to whole sections and movements of a score (to be elaborated elsewhere)

Repertory-specific Modules (Level 3)
	Rather than weigh down MEI with long lists of “basic” features, it may be preferable to assign items that at specific to well defined repertories of particular places or periods of time to Modules. Here are some repertories illustrative of specific needs. 
	French and English keyboard ornaments (more than 250 for French harpsichord music of the Baroque era; see The New Grove). English keyboard music has some idiosyncratic ornaments but they are much fewer in number. 
	Notes requiring arbitrary placement, alignment, formation, pitch implication: 
	Complex polyphony (uncoupling), synchronicity (coupling)—in cases in which ordinary vertical or horizontal alignment must be overwritten

Unusual notehead types (could be treated in repertory-specific modules) 
Quarter-tones, harmonics, and other notations describing pitch at higher resolution than ordinary chromatic/enharmonic notation. Although mainly associated with the twentieth century, harmonics begin to occur in the eighteenth.
	Alternative symbols for pitch
	Guitar-chord lexicon (for those who want to refer to any chord graphic by number)
	Lute tablature lexicon. A lexicon might not obviate the need for modules for individual dialects of lute tablature. A specialist would have to determine that.
	Keyboard-specific issues (Level 3). Keyboard music with a lot of arpeggiation or a preludial character, as well as designated Allemandes are particularly like to contain “track” problems (i.e., issues of voice leading/following that encoders must sometimes resolve). All the advanced systems of encoding have some method of dealing with this situation but there is no uniformity among the approaches. DARMS called the phenomenon linear decomposition. MuseData uses “back-spacing”. Humdrum’s kern encoding system uses split spines. All of them cause problems in data translation. 
	Disambiguation of voices in variable textures, such as the Schultheiss and Beethoven examples shown below.
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Nothing is seriously ambiguous in the example below from Beethoven’s Pathètique Sonata, but the fact that some single noteheads serve two voices (functioning as a quarter note in one and an eighth in the other) calls for assignment of such noteheads to multiple tracks or voices. Otherwise, the composer’s intentions are completely lost.
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Voices that cross between stavesstaves of the Grand StaffGrand Staff:
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	Written and unwritten arpeggios:
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7. Issues involving more than one of the above categories (Levels 2, 3)
Many of the issues itemized in Section 6 involve multiple categories of musical information. Here we cite a few that are more likely to concern an entire movement or work.
CueCue-sized notation (Level 3)
CueCue-sized clefs, clefclefsoriginal signs: cued parts are used to “sketch in” music context in solo and keyboard parts for chamber music and concertos. When extensive context is given in cue-size notes, there may be clefclefsoriginal changes within the cue-sized material (necessitating three sizes of clef signs in all). 
In the following extract from the cello part of Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony. 
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	Note groups within cue parts overlaid on real parts must be treated after Level 2 is implemented. Clef changes (as we see in the extract from Handel’s Messiah below) are a common occurrence in accompanying parts.
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	ClefsClefs, their alterations within transposed parts (e.g. Horn, Clarinet, et al.) must be treated after Level 2 is implemented. Note, however, that the written pitches of cue-sized notes normally to the written keykey of the part in which they appear, as below, where the (virtual) clarinet part as rendered within the Cello part does not transpose.
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Similarly (or conversely, according to one’s viewpoint), the non-transposing bassi as cued in the part of the Horn in A conform to its unsigned (“C”) pitch.
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	The many other issues that arise in cue-size notationcue-size notation necessitate full rosters of almost every feature mentioned in preceding sections. 
	Similarly, the special requirements of graphical objects (wedged beamsbeamswedged, polymeterspolymeters, unstemmed notes) associated with noteheads in twentieth-century music are currently consigned to Level 3. See, e.g., 
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	Images reproduced from those submitted by Bay Area composers to Computing in Musicology 8 (1992). Used by permission. 

Harp pedal notation is one example of notation with special needs that are difficult to allocate to any specific heading. Harp parts have special pedal marks, many vertical brackets, occasional string information, and various articulation signs. A few of these features appear below.
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8. TranspositionTransposition 
Transposing voices
Voices are not normally subjected to transposition, but the modern tenor clefclefsoriginal (a G clefclefsoriginal with the numeral 8 underneath; here called G8) is used for easy reading. 

In editing music from the nineteenth and anterior centuries, the standard SATB voice parts are likely to be found in the C and F clefs only. Modern scholars and performers normally prefer that these clefs be modernized to G, G, G8, and F. 
Transposing instruments (Level 1)
Under most circumstances, string instruments are exempted from the problems of transposition. Percussion instruments, apart from timpani, are also largely exempted. Many brass and woodwind instruments are affected. 

Transposing instruments may transpose in many ways, in relationships to a fixed keykey (C) that range from the interval of a second to seventeenth, and according to conventions which may be variable. It is therefore difficult to make general provisions that will encompass all situations. We concentrate on relationships found in the canonical repertory of 1690-1910 but acknowledge a few problems at the edges of that time-span. 

It is helpful to understand that players who alternate between two instruments of similar timbre prefer a common keying. Some composers of the past century (among them Schönberg) have advocated the abolition of transposed notations. In atonal music, all parts may be written at sounding pitch. 

The variables to which programmers need access are these: 
	an indication as to whether the pitch of the part is different in sound from in notation; if yes, then

	the absolute intervallic difference between sounding and written pitch 

the direction of the difference (up or down) from that pitch 

If MEI (Level 2) could be assumed to employ a full range of modern and obsolete clefclefsoriginal signs, then more exact protocols could be used for transposing instruments and the system would be more durable. 
Non-transposing instruments
These instruments play at written pitch:
	Keyboard: piano, organ

Conventional bowed strings: violin, viola, violoncello
Conventional woodwinds: flute (treble), recorder (treble), oboe, bassoon
Tuned percussion: marimba, vibraphone
Selected brass: C trumpet 

Octave (and double-octave) transposition

Clef signs alone easily facilitate the use of a span of four octaves (CC-c’’’). Outside that range, 8va and 15ma (ottava, quindicesima) signs, followed by a hyphenated line to indicate the extent of the octave transposition, handle exceptions. 

A. Instruments that normally sound one octave above the written pitch are the piccolo, celesta, xylophone, and several sizes of recorder (sopranino, soprano or descant, bass, and double bass or great bass). 

B. Instruments that normally sound one octave below the written pitch are the double bass, the bass flute, the bass (C) clarinet, the contrabassoon, the Heckelphone, the horn in C, and such plucked instruments as the banjo, guitarguitar, and bass guitar.

C. A few instruments (including the contrabass flute) sound two octaves lower than written; the sub contrabass flute sounds three octaves below the written pitch. 
Conventional Transposing Values (Levels 1 and 2)
Woodwinds
Oboe class 
Oboe (in C). Non-transposing.
English horn (in F): Notated a fifth higher than it sounds. (Mainly 19th century)
	Oboe da caccia (tenor instrument in A): Used by Bach at sounding pitch (with C clefclefsoriginal).
	Oboe d’amore (in A): notated a minor third higher than it sounds. 
Bass oboe (in C): Notated an octave higher than it sounds.
Bass heckelphone (in C): notated an octave higher than it sounds.
Clarinet class 
C clarinet: sounds a written pitch (fingering originally modeled on oboe).
	Bb clarinet: notated a major second higher than it sounds. (Sometimes notated in the late 18th century in tenor clefclefsoriginal.)
	A clarinet: notated a minor third higher than it sounds. 
	Eb Clarinet (smaller than C clarinet): notated a minor third lower than it sounds.
	“Clarinet in Eb” (larger than C clarinet): notated a major sixth higher than it sounds. [I doubt the distinction between Eb Clarinet and Clarinet in Eb will translate easily into German. If there are terms in German that make the labels clearer, please give them here in parentheses.]
	“Clarinet in Bb” (also in A): very large clarinet. Notated a major ninth (minor tenth) higher than it sounds. (Exceptions in Wagner)
	Basset horn in F: usually notated a fifth higher than it sounds (bass clefclefsoriginal may be used in lowest octave with part a fourth below where it sounds)
Flute class (usually labeled flauto traverso, or simply traverso, in eighteenth-century sources)
Flute (soprano, in C). Non-transposing.
	Piccolo (in high C): Notated an octave lower than it sounds.
	Alto flute (in G): Notated a fourth higher than it sounds.
	Bass flute (in low G): Notated a fourth higher than it sounds.
	Tierce flute/Terzflöte (in Eb): Notated a minor third lower than it sounds. Common in music for military bands.
Recorder class (Level 2) 
Recorder parts in eighteenth century cause great confusion because the word flauto (in the absence of further specification) usually meant recorder (flauto diretto). The instruments came in many sizes. 
Although the soprano recorder is the most common today, they have been made in many sizes, may be variable in tuning (especially for early music), and have multiple conventions for clefclefsoriginal usage. For example, in Handel’s Water Music, the flauti piccolo parts are written a fourth above the violins to facilitate fingering (the instrument was pitched a fifth higher). In facsimiles, the treble instrument may be notated on the French-violin clefclefsoriginal. 
Saxophone class 
The saxophone notation generally conforms to clarinet sizes and transpositions.
	Soprano saxophone in C. Non-transposing.
	Eb alto saxophone: notated a major sixth higher than it sounds.

Bb tenor saxophone: notated a major ninth higher than it sounds.
Eb baritone saxophone: notated a major thirteenth higher than it sounds.
Brasses 
Methods of writing brass parts have varied from century to century and are different from those for woodwinds. The unvalved instruments in use until the early eighteenth century produced a set of conventions which changed as valves were introduced. The rise of military band music in the nineteenth century added another layer of variables mainly affecting octave and clefclefsoriginal specifications. (Many such instruments are ignored here.) 

For valved instruments, the most important variable for the player is whether the note to be played is “open” (naturally occurring in the overtone series and therefore not requiring the use of a valve) or not. In the “open” situation, Middle C is the fourth harmonic. In this respect, brass notation does not fall within the context of a series of pitches of increasingly greater or lesser frequency.  
The accommodation of “overtone notation” led to a preference for notation “in C” (i.e., lacking a keykey signaturekey signature).  

Trumpet class
In modern music for bugles, cornets, modern trumpets and brass band instruments, middle C denotes the second harmonic. Parts for the early B♭
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 valve trumpet in Germany were notated a minor seventh below the sound, but the modern convention is to write them a second higher. Octave ambiguity occurs particularly in works from periods during which crooks were used to alter the tonality of the instrument. 
	Natural trumpet (in C). Non-transposing.

Bb trumpet: notated a major second higher than it sounds.
Trumpet in A: notated a minor third higher than it sounds.
Trumpet in Ab: notated a major third higher than it sounds. Some exceptions, in which the part is notated a minor sixth lower, occur in the early nineteenth century through residues of the older overtone notation. 
Other sizes: Trumpets in G, A, Bb, D, and Db all are notated below their sounding pitches by intervals corresponding to their offset from C.  
	Bb cornet

Bb Flügelhorn

Horn class (Level 2)
Horn notation has many complexities. Some of its elements are based on early trumpet notation. Traditionally, passages written in the bass clefclefsoriginal sound higher than written. 
French horns parts are now notated in C, irrespective of the tonal context. Thus algorithms for their translation to sound may require a user-designated variable to effect the appropriate transposition. This convention does not remove all ambiguities. Parts in “C alto” involve no transposition, while parts in “C basso” (designated by an unqualified “in C”) sound an octave lower. Also, parts in “B♭
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 alto” sound a major second below the notated pitch, while those in “B♭
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 basso” sound major ninth lower, and so forth (through instruments in A, Db, and Ab basso (used by Verdi). 
Eighteenth-century arts for horns in E♭
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 (ex Dis) are notated in bass clefclefsoriginal an octave lower than the actual sound; the player of an Eb horn reads the part by imagining the treble clefclefsoriginal. D and F horn parts may be given in in alto and mezzo-soprano clefs. Horn players could insert crooks during long rests within a movement, such that a single part may vacillate (e.g., between a Horn in D and a Horn in Eb). 
Anomalous transpositions (Level 2)
Correct interpretation of unwritten octave transposition may require access to the clefclefsoriginal sign. With some instruments (cello, French horn, trombone) in French-style works, parts in an F clefclefsoriginal are played at written pitch. If the part is notated in the treble clefclefsoriginal, it is understood to be played an octave below the written pitch. Elements of the same clefclefsoriginal-dependency occur in English band music. 

Timpani parts have no keykey signaturekey signature (or clefclefsoriginal sign). Processing software requires access to the part name to be able to interpret the pitch. 

Chiavettes (user-selecteded transposition). In the age of family ensembles (viol consorts, wind bands, et al.), the composer could not anticipate exactly what sizes of instrument might be available. Sometimes he/she would leave the choice to the user by giving multiple clefclefsoriginal signs at the outset. An edited example from Legrenzi’s Op. 10 is given below. 
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Example xx. Legrenzi, Op. 10, N. 18 (a). First of two interpretations of the chiavette.
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Legrenzi, Op. 10, No. 18(b). Second of two interpretations of the chiavette.

Chiavette may signal the need to transpose the part of an instrument pitched in a keykey other than C. Below is Bach’s notation for the oboe d’amore (pitched in A). The work is in D Major. To accommodate it, the oboe d’amore part is shown at (b) in F Major (notated on the French violin clefclefsoriginal). 
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Example xx. Bach. Oboe d’amore part. 

Unwritten (assumed) octave transpositions (scores and parts). 
Although in modern scores octave transpositions are notated, it was common in the first half of the eighteenth century to assume that a player would know where transposition was necessary and was sometimes considered unnecessary to indicate this. (Sounding parts, Level 3, would require accommodation of such situations.)  Examples occur in the repertory of the basset horn (pitched in F; low notes shown on bass clefclefsoriginal) and ripieno viola and cello parts (e.g., when shown at violin pitch). The variability of the practice makes it difficult to make full provision for their encoding.

Sometimes the octave transposition of an entire part is implied by textual indications (e.g., by colla parte, for a viola intended to play an octave below a violin). See the lead-in to a Vivaldi aria in manuscript below ( “Estiguere vorrei la fiamma”) for an instance of this. Even the fact that the missing material is for viola has to be inferred from clefs signs given on a preceding folio. 
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8. MeterMeter
A survey of data holdings at CCARH made in c. 2005 showed that the number of meters in use expanded dramatically in the later nineteenth century. 
Level 1
Commonly use meter signatures: 2/4, 3/2, 3/4, 3/8, 4/2, 4/4, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8; also C/common time, cut time, and 3.
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No meter signature (without implication for meter).
Level 2
More standard meter signs: 2/2, 2/8, 2/16; 3/1, 3/16; 4/8, 4/16; 6/2, 6/4, 6/16; 9/4, 9/16; 12/4, 12/16. 

The ability to use meter signs outside this range if they employ conventional values. For example, one can encounter 5/4 in the later nineteenth century (Mussourgski’s Pictures at an Exhibition). 

Changing meters (at start or in middle of bar)
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Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition (from Wikipedia, accessed on 1/1/2010).
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Stravinsky: Rite of Spring (from Wikipedia, accessed on 1/1/2010). 

Stravinsky is full of such challenges. Here is an excerpt from his “Pater Noster” (the current meter is 3 4; the example starts on the third beat):
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Support for suspending the meter in designated passages, especially for cadenzas. 

The general situation arises also in music of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, for example in the Gesualdo “O vos omnes” below.
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Unmetered and irregularly metered music
The difficulty of encoding unmeasured music is dependent upon the complexity of the music itself. Unmeasured music usually presents multiple challenges to the encoder. It is strongly associated with arpeggiation, cadenzas, rhythmically underspeficied repertories (especially lute music), and so forth. 
In lieu of a list of details, we allow the Couperin Prélude excerpt below to suffice.
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Whole repertories of music that is barred but not strictly metered exist. The following excerpt from a Pater Noster (Otce Nash) by Nicholai Kedrov (1871-1940) exemplifies the phenomenon. In this two-page piece, the number of beats per bar ranges from 6 to 18. 
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Level 3
Mensural notation signs
It is difficult to do more than suggest some of the basic concepts in mensural notation. It has been the subject of special encoding systems since the 1970s. Some of the keykey notational elements (though only those with a reasonably easy translation to modern notation) are suggested in the short segments on ligatures, tempus, and prolation found in Wikipedia (accessed on 1/1/2010), associated mainly with polyphonic repertories. 
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For monophonic repertories, John Stinson developed a color printing system for interleaved neumes and modern notation in c. 1992. His web page lacks coloration within the neumes but remains very instructive. An example is here: http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/MMDB/Feasts/l14111100.htm" http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/MMDB/Feasts/l14111100.htm

Additive meters, e.g.
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Irregular meters 

Polymeters (different meters in simultaneously sounding voices). One famous example is from the Finale of Mozart’s Don Giovanni (NMA Online). Here the meter 2 4 is nested in some parts into a passage otherwise in 3 4. 
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Another occurrence in some music of c. 1700 is the juxtaposition of two meters in simultaneously sounded parts. Corelli’s sonatas, for example, may use 12 8 against 4 4, the 12 8 prevailing for highly active parts (e.g., violins) and the 4 4 present in the continuo. Thus in a source encoding a quarter note in 4 4 may convey the same elapsed time as a dotted eighth (or a dotted quarter in 12 4). 
9. Bars, Barlines, Beams, and DurationDuration
Although barlines provide a visual measure of graphical music, it is the durational values within a bar that provide it with its full complements of values. Bars are thus an elusive feature of music. We recognize them visually by barlines and aurally by the accent conferred on the next note after a barline. 
Level 1
Support for rhythmic notation in running text (that is, outside the context of a staff) would be very useful for documentation.

The same notation is sometimes required for ossia readings (Level 2), as shown here in Don Giovanni (NMA).
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Level 2 and 3 
Music without barring and/or with inconsistent barring

Not uncommonly, parts for works of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries may lack barlines. In some instances, one will be found in the basso continuo part, but it may contain some inconsistencies. The two examples below come from Rinaldo di Mel (shown in a recent J. J. Lubrano sale catalogue) and Gio. Battista Fontana’s Sonate (1641; facs. edn.). 
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The second example shows black notation. It illustrates the flexibility and economy of layout that that are frequently found in such examples. 
Mensurstriche
Mensurstriche offer a way of signaling to performers the lesser influence of the barline in polyphonic repertories from before 1630. The example below, by William Byrd (Choral Public Domain Library), also illustrates some common correlates such as ligatures to indicate features of the original source for the music.
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Grace Notes
Grace notes constitute a general category of ornamentation but can be problematical to represent in computer files because their durational properties are context- and era-dependent. Methods for rendering them in print (and which notes in a series are shown as grace notes, which as full value) have varied dramatically over the past three centuries. 

What makes them problematical is that in their graphical form they do not contribute to the arithmetical duration. Yet there exists a large vocabulary of specific methods of stemming, barring, beaming, and sometimes cross-hatching the notes to suggest their rhythmic interpretation. The exact list of these will vary between source encodings and edition encodings. 

Below is a representative example of a highly articulated series of multiple grace notes from Mozart’s Don Giovanni (Neue Mozart Ausgabe Online) and Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony (MuseData.org/…pdf). 
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The music of Chopin presents numerous typologies, among which is the grace note tied to a full-value note, as found below in the A Major Prélude.
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A more customary instance from Chopin’s Fantaisie Impromptu appears below. Note the similar alignment between the 4-16th graces on the first system and the 4-32nd full notes on the second.
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In the above example, the vacillation between the triplet and sextuplet grouping of eighth notes (indicated purely by beaming) contributes to the oscillating nature of the music. No anticipatory provision can be cited for this, but it well documents the need for flexibility in beaming. 
Cadenzas
Cadenzas precipitate many difficulties in musical encoding. The primary difficulty is that cadenzas need not conform to the written conventions of meter and duration, although like grace notes they may appear to employ conventional durational values. See, for example, the opening of Grieg’s Piano Concerto (Werner Icking Music Library) below.
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Although cadenzas mainly arise in the concerto literature, they also occur in some symphonic works (e.g., for oboe in Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony (MuseData.org/pdf); for multiple instruments in Bartok’s Concerto for Orchestra). 
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N.B. Coders of Level 3: The oboe cadenza above has proved problematical for conversion into MIDI, not because of the usual problems associated with cadenzas but because our conversion is read correctly by only about the half the MIDI software on the market in c. 2003. We tried out an alternative MIDI conversion. It worked on the other half of MIDI software products. 

Adding to the difficulty that cadenzas pose is that many virtuosi have written their own cadenzas and these are often difficult to locate (other than in recordings). A fermata over a rest before the final recapitulation in a movement in Sonata-Allegro or Rondo form may be the only indication of a cadenza. 

Tuplets (of arbitrary complexity)
Predominantly, tuplets (non-binary subdivisions of a beat or a series of beats) are triplets. Some simple examples (from Wikipedia, accessed on 1/1/2010) appear below:
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In every century covered by MEI Levels 1 and 2 tuplets of other, sometimes arbitrary divisions occur. Both sources and modern editions show them in a range of graphical formats. Tuplets with many subdivisions to a single beat occur ubiquitously in cadenzas, in which the apparent duration of each note may be contradicted in realtime performance. 

Most advanced notation programs have methods of dealing with complex tuplets, but they vary slightly. 
Miscellaneous Problems

In encoding music, several kinds of problems related to duration are commonly encountered. This list is representative but not exhaustive.
	The number of beats in the bar is greater or less than the number required by the meter signature.
	The number of beats in the source is clearly erroneous, but multiple resolutions of the problem are possible.
	The final bar of a source movement (or preceding a change in instrumentation, meter, et al.) lacks a full complement of beats but contains a cadence. 

The rendering of duration in a manuscript is metrically correct but archaic. The number of notes encoded per bar will vary according to whether the encoding seeks to describe the source or a new edition. 
	Owing to changes in notational conventions, the written value and the sounding value are not coincident. 
The history of previous encoding projects, especially RISM AII, suggests that it is often desirable when working with manuscripts to permit bars that contain a greater or lesser number of note values than they should. At the same time, error checking for time values in the context of meter-free encoding is almost impossible, because only those with access to the original source can determine what values were intended. 

MEI could accommodate these possibilities by declaring at the top of a file that it is/is not intended to be metrical strict. This would enable processing software to hold the file accountable (or not). 
Level 1
Assuming support for conventional note and rest values from breve through 128th, implementation of all of their combinations in Level 1 meters. 

Although Palestrina’s Ave Maria is from the sixteenth century (Level 3), it easily exemplifies the breve-8th note spectrum of values:
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The 128th is more common than most of us imagine, because it is ubiquitous in modern editions, as below in Don Giovanni (half note-128th spectrum).
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Level 2
Beaming
Beaming, especially in combination with slurring, is one of the most complex subjects in musical notation. In the use of multiple concurrent beams, graphical conventions vary from publisher to publisher, country to country, century to century. 

Many of the difficulties occur in keyboard music, though they are largely absent in other instrumental music. Voices that cross from one staff to another on the Grand StaffGrand Staff and notes stemmed in opposite directions from a common beam are typical of this category. 
==

Another fundamental difficulty of beaming is that it may vary between concurrent instrumental and vocal parts. The Erlebach example below, in which beaming is dependent on syllabification in the lyrics, is representative.
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Implementation double-strand encoding of literal (arithmetical) and sounding durational values in works, parts, or movements in which they are likely to be discrepant in a prescribed way. Common instances include notes inegales and rhythmic figures associated with beaming patterns that are no longer current. (This enables a future generation of programmers to provide sound instantiations of MEI-encoded works.) 

N.B. Cadenzas would be excluded from this requirement, because actual sounding values are at the discretion of the performer.
Level 3
Beams that cross barlines to convey accentual information. See the Rachmaninov Tableau performance (synchronized with its score) at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKYN_JycHfo" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKYN_JycHfo

Mensural tempus/prolation values. 

Hemiolas, black notation

Colored neumes (for facsimiles). 

Twentieth-century innovations: harmonics, stemless noteheads, noteless beam groups. 
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10. Unwritten features relating to metrics, duration, and rhythm. 
Certain repetitive features of music are not normally encoded. Chief among them is musical accent, a quality which can be derived from knowing the meter and knowing where barlines occur. Accent is indicated (by an articulation sign) only in certain cases in which it contradicts the beat or is sets off one passage or one part from the rest of the musical fabric. 

For certain categories of users, especially those working outside the chronological boundaries of CWN, a serious defect in today’s top-selling notation programs is that they insist on the use of default barlines. (This reflects their underlying requirement for synchronization with MIDI input and output. The spine of a MIDI file is a “clock tick”.) 

The default barline makes notation of all normally unbarred music—chant, cadenzas, facsimiles of partbooks, et al.—impossible to notate in a graphically correct way. In early music, a common practical solution is to “bar” the music in transcription and then to suppress the barlines. This can produce a good graphical result. In contrast, the value of the underlying data is severely compromised. It is not suitable for translation or repurposing.

MEI can improve on this model if it permits a “barred”/”unbarred” option at the top of every file. However, the “unbarred” option requires a range of separate grammars, probably best consigned to Level 3. 
 
11. Data security and data transformation
Because the preparation of critical editions has traditionally supposed a proprietary hold on the resulting printed score, the transition into the use of music software to prepare scores has ignored the possibilities of resourcing data. Yet the encoding of complete musical scores is laborious and costly. A high level of execution is demanded. Public funding in the form of subsidies for printing is frequently essential to the initiation of projects. Funding from private foundations has also been available in recent years. In both cases, the aim is to make editions of the highest quality available and affordable.  

Although decisions as to how to protect data from inappropriate use will lie in the province of systems supervisors and website administrators, MEI could facilitate the implementation of the decisions they make by separating print-specific information (layout details, system breaks, page breaks, font types, etc.) from generic markup. 

If the data is left free of such details, it can serve a much wider academic community.

However, this could lead to encoding only for the scroll view only, well suited to web applications and web editions (also the default mode of some commercial programs). To the extent that precise elements of system and page layout may contribute to the identity of a work (this would especially be the case in the encoding of sources in which textual comments and music are mixed), a method for representing systems and pages precisely will need to exist.

12. Lyrics
Roman-alphabet text underlay with variable spacing (generally, syllables should be centered under the associated notehead. Syllable span is more variable in some languages than in others.) 
 
Level 2
Staffless tracks can be useful to for lyrics and analytical markup that must be synchronized with musical events. 
In contexts such as these it is also likely that the text underlay (lyrics) may require numerous hyphens which do not line up in any exact way with the notation. Details may vary by house style. Here is a representative passage (again from the B Minor Mass).
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Level 3?
Text underlay in multiple languages, alphabets, type-faces

13. Dynamics
14. Articulation and Pedagogical Markup
15. Systems, Textures, and Tracks
Divisi instrumentation
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